ClearSight now offers remote administration of Interim and Checkpoint Assessments to provide flexibility whether students are in school or at home. Precious face-to-face time in classrooms need not be spent with testing. Remote administration is browser-based so student or family personal computers, laptops, or tablets can be used for testing as well as school-owned devices. Each ClearSight assessment can be administered in an hour or less so remote testing can easily fit into families' schedules.

Educators can set up remote assessments in advance and assign a date range when tests will be available to individual students or classes. Active monitoring of assessments is not required so teachers can provide a degree of flexibility to families appropriate for their settings. Readily available reporting can be accessed by educators to monitor the status of students' testing.

To set up testing, teachers simply send a link to students or parents using their usual communication: email, remote-learning platform, text message, or communication during a video conference or in-person class. Once students click on the link, testing begins with no additional approvals. Results will be available to teachers immediately when students submit tests.
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